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ABSTRACT
Many modern sequential recommender systems use deep neural networks, which can effectively estimate the relevance of items but require a lot of time to train. Slow training increases expenses, hinders product development timescales and prevents the model from being regularly updated to adapt to changing user preferences. Training such sequential models involves appropriately sampling past user interactions to create a realistic training objective. The existing training objectives have limitations. For instance, next item prediction never uses the beginning of the sequence as a learning target, thereby potentially discarding valuable data. On the other hand, the item masking used by BERT4Rec is only weakly related to the goal of the sequential recommendation; therefore, it requires much more time to obtain an effective model. Hence, we propose a novel Recency-based Sampling of Sequences training objective that addresses both limitations. We apply our method to various recent and state-of-the-art model architectures – such as GRU4Rec, Caser, and SASRec. We show that the models enhanced with our method can achieve performances exceeding or very close to state-of-the-art BERT4Rec, but with much less training time.

1 INTRODUCTION
Sequential recommender models is a class of recommender systems, which consider the order of the user-item interactions, are increasingly popular [39]. Early sequential recommender systems used Markov Chains [41, 55], however most modern ones use deep neural networks, and have adapted ideas from other domains such as language modelling [15, 16, 18, 42] or image processing [43]. These deep neural models have been shown to outperform traditional non-neural methods by a significant margin [18, 42, 43, 50].

However, the most advanced sequential models, such as BERT4Rec, suffer from a slow training problem. Indeed, our experiments show that in order to reproduce result reported in the original publication, BERT4Rec requires more than 10 hours training using modern hardware (see also replicability paper [31]). This is illustrated in Figure 1, which portrays the NDCG@10 of MF-BPR [40], SASRec-vanilla and BERT4Rec-1h and BERT4Rec-1h are versions of BERT4Rec trained for 1 hour and 16 hours respectively.

Figure 1: The SASRec [18] model trained with our proposed training method outperforms BERT4Rec on the MovieLens-20M dataset [14] and requires much less training time. SASRec-vanilla corresponds to the original version of SASRec; BERT4Rec-1h and BERT4Rec-1h are versions of BERT4Rec trained for 1 hour and 16 hours respectively.
efficiency, in this work, we focus on the training objective, identifying two key limitations in existing approaches, as well as an appropriate loss function for the objective.

Among the training objectives in the literature, sequence continuation ([15, 16, 43] (including its popular form, next item prediction) is probably the most intuitive and popular. However, this objective never uses the beginning of the sequence as a training target, hence it discards potentially valuable knowledge and limits the number of training samples it can generate from a single sequence.

Second, in the item masking approach — which is used by BERT4Rec [42] — the task of the model is to recover masked items at any position in the sequence, which is a much more general and complex task than the next item prediction. We argue that this is only weakly related to the end goal of sequential recommendation. Indeed, we will show that, despite leading to better effectiveness, the more general training task requires considerable training time.

These limitations of the existing approaches motivate us to design a new Recency-based Sampling of Sequences (RSS) approach that probabilistically selects positives from the sequence to build training samples. In our method, more recent interactions have more chances of being sampled as positives; however, due to the sampling process’ probabilistic nature, even the oldest interactions have a non-zero probability of being selected as positives.

Our experiments are conducted on four large sequential recommender datasets, and demonstrate the application of the proposed RSS approach upon three recent sequential recommendation model architectures (GRU4Rec, Caser and SASRec), when combined with both pointwise and listwise loss functions. We find that RSS improves the effectiveness of all three model architectures. Moreover, on all four experimental datasets, versions of RSS-enhanced SASRec trained for one hour can markedly outperform state-of-the-art baselines. Indeed, RSS applied to the SASRec model can result in an 60% improvement in NDCG over a vanilla SASRec, and a 16% improvement over a fully-trained BERT4Rec model, despite taking 93% less training time than BERT4Rec (see also Figure 1).

In short, the main contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) We identify limitations in the existing training objectives used by sequential recommendation models; (ii) We propose Recency-based Sampling of Sequences, which emphasizes the importance of more recent interactions during training; (iii) We perform extensive empirical evaluations on four sequential recommendation datasets, demonstrating significant improvements over existing state-of-the-art approaches. The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides a background in sequential recommendation; Section 3 covers existing approaches and identifies their limitations; In Section 4 we explain Recency-based Sampling of Sequences for efficient training. Section 5 describes research questions and experimental setup; In Sections 6 & 7 we respectively provide analysis of the experiments and concluding remarks.

2 BACKGROUND

In the following, we provide an overview of neural sequential recommendation models. Indeed, over the last several years, most of the next item prediction approaches have applied deep neural network models. Some of the first solutions based on deep neural networks were GRU4rec [16] and the improved GRU4Rec+ [15] (using an improved listwise loss function), which are models that use the Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) architecture. On the other hand, Caser [43] uses ideas from computer vision; it generates a 2D “image” of the sequence using item embeddings and then applies horizontal and vertical convolution operations to that image. Another model that is based on convolution operation is NextItNet [50], which applies several layers of 1D convolutions to generate rich semantic representations of each user sequence. These models all use variations of a sequence continuation task for training, details of which we provide in the Section 3.

Figure 2 illustrates the principal architecture of many of the sequential recommendation models used in this work. These generate an embedding of the user’s sequence and then multiply this embedding by the matrix of item embeddings to obtain item scores. GRU4Rec, Caser, and – with minor modifications (see Section 3) – SASRec use this architecture. Recent state-of-the-art sequential recommendation models use variations of the transformer [44] architecture. SASRec [18] uses transformer blocks to predict the next item in the sequence based on all previous elements. BERT4Rec [42] adapts the well-known BERT language model [10] for the sequential recommendation task. Following the original BERT model, BERT4Rec is trained to reconstruct masked items that are hidden from the model during training. In particular, as both SASRec and BERT4Rec use the transformer architecture, the only significant difference between these two models is the training scheme. Using item masking, BERT4Rec outperforms SASRec in terms of quality; however, it requires much more training time. In this work, we identify limitations in the existing training objectives, which we discuss further in Section 3. Indeed, the goal of this work is to close the gap between effectiveness and efficiency and design a new training scheme that allows matching the performance of state-of-the-art models within limited training time.

Finally, recent advances have used graph neural networks (GNNs) for sequential recommendation [34–36, 38]. These models usually use additional information, such as cross-session connections or item attributes. In this work, we focus on a more general case of sequential recommendations, without the assumption of availability of cross-session (user) information or cross-item connections; therefore graph-based models, as well as those tailored for personalised shopping basket completion (e.g. [29, 45]) are out of the scope of this work. On the other hand, CL4SRec [48] applies data augmentation by modifying the input sequences (e.g. cropping, masking, or reordering). These augmentations are orthogonal to changing the training task and could be used together with an improved training objective. Nevertheless, we focus on the training objective for sequential models operating without use of GNNs nor data augmentation. We provide details of these training objectives in the next section.

3 TRAINING SEQUENTIAL RECOMMENDATION MODELS

Consider a set of users U and items I. Each user u ∈ U has a sequence of interactions i_u = (i_u, i_u, ..., i_u) where items i_u ∈ I are ordered by the interaction time. The next item prediction task is defined as follows: given a sequence s_u, rank the items from I, according to their likelihood of being the sequence continuation i_u+1.
we review approaches to generate training samples and identify well-studied procedure, and we follow the best practices used by

A training sample for a sequential model consists of three parts — the input sequence, positive items, and negative samples. Sequential recomender models [15, 16, 18, 43] treat ground truth relevance as a binary function; by definition, every non-positive item is negative. In practice, to make the training more tractable, most models only consider samples of negative items, identified using techniques such as random sampling [18, 40], in-batch negatives [16], or the negatives with highest scores [49]. This work focuses on constructing positive samples. Negatives sampling approaches are orthogonal to positive sampling and can be applied independently. We do not use negative sampling in our work and leave improvement of our method via negative sampling to future research. In the remainder of this section, we describe positive sampling strategies for sequential recommendations. Figure 3 illustrates sequence continuation and item masking, the most commonly used strategies, which we discuss in turn below.

Matrix factorization methods use a straightforward matrix reconstruction training objective: for each user $u$ and item $i$, the goal of the model is to estimate whether the user interacted with the item. This goal leads to a simple training samples generation procedure — we sample (user, item) pairs as inputs and assign labels for the pairs based on interactions. A classic model that uses matrix reconstruction is Bayesian Personalized Rank (BPR) [40], which we use as one of our baselines. The main disadvantage of matrix reconstruction is that it does not consider the order of the interactions, and therefore sequential recommendation models can not use it.

In the sequence continuation training objective, training samples are generated by splitting the sequence of interactions into two consequent parts:

$$ s = \{i_1, i_2, i_3, ..., i_n\} \rightarrow \begin{cases} s_{input} = \{i_1, i_2, i_3, ..., i_{n-k}\}; \\ s_{target} = \{i_{n-k+1}, i_{n-k+2}, ..., i_n\} \end{cases} $$

where $k$ is a hyperparameter. We use $s_{input}$ as the model input, and assign label 1 to the positive items from $i_k \in s_{target}$ and label 0 to the negative items $i_j \notin s_{target}$. If $k$ is equal to 1, the sequence continuation task turns into the next item prediction task, which matches the end goal of sequential recommender systems.

Using sequence continuation in its basic form, we can produce precisely one training sample out of a single sequence of interactions. Some models (e.g. Caser [43]) use the sliding window approach to generate more than one sequence — which generates shorter subsequences out of a whole sequence and then creates training samples out of these shorter subsequences. The sliding window approach allows to generate up to $n - 1$ training samples out of a sequence of $n$ interactions. However, shorter sequences only allow to model short-term user preferences, and researches have to find a balance between the number of generated samples and the maximum length of the sequence [43]. GRU4rec, GRU4rec$^+$ and Caser models use variations of the sequence continuation task for training. The training task used by SASRec and NextItNet [50] is slightly different: they work as a sequence-to-sequence models where the target sequence is shifted by one element compared to the input. These models predict the second element of the input sequence by the first, third by the first two, etc.. When these models predict the $j$th item in the output, they only have access to the first $(j-1)$ elements of the input so that this shifted sequence prediction task essentially is $n$ independent sequence continuation tasks.

Thus, the main limitation of sequence continuation is that it only generates a small number of training samples out of a single sequence and the items in the first part of the user’s sequence never have a chance to be selected as a target, which means that the recommender system is unlikely to learn how to recommend these items, even though they may be relevant for some users. We refer to this limitation as Limitation L1.

BERT4Rec [42] uses an item masking training objective, which it inherited from the original BERT model. In BERT, the idea is to hide
Figure 3: Training sample generation strategies used in existing models. White boxes represent model inputs and filled boxes represent model outputs. In Sequence Continuation, the sequence is split into two parts, with the aim of predicting whether or not an item belongs to the second part based on the sequence of elements in the first part. In Sequence Continuation with a sliding window, we first generate shorter sub-sequences from the original sequence and then apply the sequence continuation method. In item masking, some elements are removed and replaced with a special "[mask]" value, with the aim of correctly reconstructing these masked items.

3.2 Summary of Limitations

We reviewed two main training objectives used in sequential recommendations - sequence continuation (including its variations, shifted sequence prediction, and sliding window) and item masking. Indeed, as argued above, both of these training objectives have their limitations, which we summarize as follows:

L1 Sequence continuation can only generate a small number of training samples from a single training sequence. This allows training to be performed relatively quickly, but performance of these models is lower compared to a state-of-the-art model such as BERT4Rec.

L2 Reconstruction of masked items is a very general task, which is loosely connected to the sequential recommendation task. Using this task, models can reach state-of-the-art performance, but model training can take markedly longer than other training objectives.

In the next section, we introduce Recency-based Sampling of Sequences, a novel training task that addresses these limitations and discuss possible choices of the loss function for this training task.

4 RECENTY-BASED SAMPLING OF SEQUENCES

As shown in Section 3, to train a model we need to have a training task and choose a loss function that matches the task. Hence, the training task and the loss function are both essential parts of our solution. In this section we introduce both training objective (Section 4.1) and choice of loss function (Section 4.2).

Recency-based Sampling of Sequences (RSS) is a training objective that is closely related to the sequential recommendations and allows to generate many training samples out of a single user sequence simultaneously. To address the limitations of existing
training objectives described in Section 3.2, we first outline the principles used to design our training task:

**P1** Each element in a sequence can be selected as the target; multiple items can be selected as a target in each training sample. Using this principle, we match the main advantage of the item masking approach - generating up to $2^n$ training samples out of each user sequence. This principle addresses Limitation L1.

**P2** More recent training interactions in a sequence better indicate the user’s interests, and hence these are more realistic targets. User interests change over time, and one of the main advantages of sequential recommender systems is taking these changes into account. Therefore, the methods that rely on this principle will retain a close connection to sequential recommendations. This principle addresses Limitation L2.

In our proposed training objective, to follow these two principles, we use a recency importance function, $f(k)$, that is defined for each position $0 \ldots n - 1$ in the sequence of the length $n$ and indicates chances of each position to be selected as a target: probability of an item at position $k$ of being selected as a positive is proportional to the value of $f(k)$. $f(k)$ must exhibit the following properties: $f(k)$ is positive ($f(k) > 0$) and monotonically growing ($f(k) \leq f(k+1)$). This first property corresponds to Principle P1 and defines that the likelihood of each item to be selected as a target are positive. The second property corresponds to Principle P2, and ensures that more recent items have higher or equal chances to be selected as a target.

To generate a training sample, we first calculate $c$ - how many target items we want to sample. Following BERT4Rec, we define a parameter $\tau$ that controls the maximum percentage of items that can be used as targets and then calculate $c$ via multiplying $\tau$ by the length of the sequence. We then randomly sample, with replacement, $c$ targets from the sequence, with the probability of being sampled, $p(i)$, proportional to the value of a recency importance function, $f(i)$:

$$p(i) = \frac{f(i)}{\sum_{j=0}^{n-1} f(j)} \quad (1)$$

We generate the input sequence to the model by removing targets from the original sequence. The full procedure is described in Algorithm 1. One example of a recency importance function that has the required properties is the exponential function:

$$f(k) = \alpha^{n-k} \quad (2)$$

where $0 < \alpha \leq 1$ is a parameter that controls importance of the recent items in the sequence and $n$ is the sequence length. If $\alpha = 1$, then each item has equal chances of being sampled as a target, and Recency-based Sampling of Sequences to the item masking approach (but without providing the positions of masked items) or to the matrix reconstruction approach, where items are sampled uniformly from the sequence. If $\alpha$ is close to zero, items from the end of the sequence have a much higher chance of being sampled, and therefore RSS becomes equivalent to the sequence continuation task. Figure 4 provides an example of the recency importances (for $\alpha = 0.8$) and the generated samples.

4.1 The RSS Training Objective

There are other possible position importance functions, such as linear $f(k) = k + 1$, and the best function may be a property of particular dataset. However, in this work, we only consider the exponential function, leaving other possibilities to future research.

4.2 Loss Functions for RSS

The second important component of the training procedure is the loss function. Loss functions for recommender systems can be generally divided into three categories - pointwise (optimize the relevance estimation of each item independently), pairwise (optimize a partial ordering between pairs of items) and listwise (optimize the recommendations list as a whole) losses [25]. RSS works with all types of loss functions that support multiple positive samples within each training sample.

GRU4Rec [15] showed the advantages of applying a listwise loss function above pointwise and pairwise methods, however the Top-1-max and BPR-max losses introduced in that paper have an assumption that there is only one positive item within each training sample. Instead, we use LambdaRank [4] (or $\lambda$Rank), another listwise optimization loss function. $\lambda$Rank has been widely deployed in training learning-to-rank scenarios [6, 33] for web search. Similarly, $\lambda$Rank has been shown to be advantageous for recommender tasks [24], for example when applied to Factorisation Machines [49] or transformer-based sequential models [32]. $\lambda$Rank [4] uses Lambda Gradients instead of objective function gradients in the gradient descent method. The Lambda Gradient for an item $i \in I$ is defined as follows:

$$\lambda_i = \sum_{j \in I} (\Delta DCG_{ij}) \frac{-\sigma}{1 + e^{\sigma(s_i - s_j)}} \quad (3)$$

where $s_i$ and $s_j$ are predicted scores, $\Delta DCG_{ij}$ is a change in NDCG metric in case of swapping items $i$ & $j$, and $\sigma$ is a hyperparameter typically set to 1.

In addition to $\lambda$Rank, we also experiment with the standard Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE), following [18, 43], to investigate the effect of the listwise loss and the necessity of both training objective and the loss function in our solution.
Algorithm 1 Recency-based Sampling of Sequences

Input: sequence - a sequence of interactions; r - maximum percent of target items; f - recency importance function
Output: input is a generated input sequence for the model; target is a set of sampled positive items

function RecencySequenceSampling(sequence, r, f) returns input, target
    sampledIdx ← set()
    n ← length(sequence); c ← max(1, int(n * r))
    prob ← Array[n]
    prob[i] ← \frac{f(i)}{\sum_{j=0}^{n-1} f(j)} for i in [0, n - 1]
    sampledIdx ← random.choice(range(0..n - 1), c, prob)
    input ← list(); target ← set()
    for i ← 0, n - 1 do
        if i ∈ sampledIdx then target.add(sequence[i]) else input.append(sequence[i])
    end for
    return input, target
end function

We assume that function random.choice(a,c,p) is an equivalent of the numpy.random.choice function from the numpy package. It iteratively samples c samples from collection a, where the probability of each item i of being sampled equals p[i] at each stage, with replacement.

5 EXPERIMENT SETUP

In the following, we list our research questions (Section 5.1), our experimental datasets (Section 5.2), the recommender models on which we build and our comparative baselines (Section 5.3), and finally evaluation details (Section 5.4).

5.1 Research Questions

Our experiments aim to address the following research questions:

RQ1 Does Recency-based Sampling of Sequences (RSS) help for training sequential recommendation models compared to sequence continuation?

RQ2 Does a listwise JRank loss function benefit RSS training?

RQ3 What is the impact of the recency importance parameter \( \alpha \) in the exponential recency importance function (Equation (2)) of RSS?

RQ4 How do RSS-enhanced models compare with state-of-the-art baselines?

5.2 Datasets

Our experiments are performed on four large-scale datasets for sequential recommendation:

MovieLens-20M \cite{movielens} is a movie recommendation dataset, and is popular for benchmarking sequential recommenders \cite{GRU4Rec, SASRec, Caser, CoMPLEX, CoMPLEX2, CoMPLEX3, CoMPLEX4, CoMPLEX5}. Note that MovieLens-20M is a ratings dataset, where users rate movies with stars, however following common practice \cite{GRU4Rec, SASRec, CoMPLEX} we consider all ratings as positive interactions. However, MovieLens-20M timestamps correspond to the time when ratings were provided rather than when the items were consumed, so the task is best described as “next movie to rate” rather than “next movie to watch”. Nevertheless, as versions of the MovieLens dataset are used in both well-cited \cite{GRU4Rec, SASRec, CoMPLEX} and recent \cite{SASRec, Caser, CoMPLEX2} sequential recommendation papers, we conclude that it is well suited for the problem and it is important to include it as one of our benchmarks.

Yelp \footnote{https://www.yelp.com/dataset} is a businesses reviews dataset. It is another popular dataset for sequential recommendations \cite{GRU4Rec, SASRec, CoMPLEX}. As for MovieLens-20M, we consider all user reviews as positives.

Gowalla \cite{gowalla} contains user checkins to a location-based social network. This dataset contains a large number of items (more than 10⁹) and is very sparse: it has only 0.0058% out of all possible user-item interactions.

Booking.com \cite{booking} is a travel destination dataset. Each interaction sequence in this dataset represents a single multi-city trip of a user. In contrast to other types of recommendations, such as movies or books, multi-city trips have a strong sequential nature. Indeed, for example, if a user is making a road trip by car, there could be only one or two neighboring cities where the user can stop, and hence all other more distant items are non-relevant. This strong sequential nature could be problematic for RSS, as it contradicts Principle P1, which says that any item in the sequence can be selected as a relevant target for the preceding items.

Following common practice \cite{GRU4Rec, SASRec, CoMPLEX}, we discard cold-start users with fewer than 5 interactions from each dataset. Table 1 reports the salient statistics of the three datasets.

5.3 Models

5.3.1 Experimental Architectures. We experiment using RSS with three recent model architectures for sequence recommendation: (i) GRU4Rec \cite{GRU4Rec} is a sequential recommender architecture based on recurrent networks; (ii) Caser \cite{Caser} applies a convolutional neural network structure for sequential recommendation. For our experiments, we use the basic architecture described in \cite{Caser}; (iii) SASRec \cite{SASRec} is a sequential recommendation architecture based on transformers. The original implementation of SASRec is trained as a sequence-to-sequence model, however only the final element from the target sequence is used at inference time. In order to match our common training framework and train the model with the RSS training objective, we ignore all outputs of the architecture except the final one. This is a notable change in the training process, because the original SASRec computes its loss over all outputs. To make sure that this change does not lead to significant quality degradation we include the original version of SASRec as a baseline (see Section 5.3.2).

We implement these architectures using TensorFlow version 2 \cite{tensorflow}. Note that for our experiments we reuse only the architectures of these models and not the training methods or hyper-parameters. Indeed, because our goal is to research the impact of the training task, the appropriate training parameters may differ from the original implementation.

We implement RSS and sequence continuation training objectives on each of the three experimental architectures. We do not apply an item masking training objective with these architectures: item masking assumes that a model produces a scores distribution per masked item, which is not compatible with these architectures;
however, as discussed below, we include BERT4Rec as an item masking baseline.

For our experiments, we set common training parameters for all model architectures, following the settings in [18]. In particular, we limit the length of the user sequences to 50 items for all three datasets, and we set the size of the item embeddings to be 64. We use the Adam optimizer, applying the default learning rate of 0.001 and $β_2$ parameter set to 0.98. Following BERT4Rec [42], we set the maximum percentage of a sequence to sample, $τ = 0.2$. Except where otherwise noted, we set the recency parameter $α$ to 0.8. Finally, in order to estimate the performance of the models under limited training time, we fix the training time of all models to 1 hour. Experiments are conducted using 16-cores of an AMD Ryzen 3975WX CPU, 128GB of memory and an Nvidia A6000 GPU.

### Baselines

In order to validate that using Recency-based Sampling of Sequences it is possible to achieve performance comparable to state-of-the-art recommender models, we compare with a selection of popular and state-of-the-art recommenders. We use the following models non-neural models as baselines: (i) Popularity - the most popular items in the dataset; (ii) MF-BPR - Matrix factorization with BPR Loss [40]. We use the implementation of this recommendation model from the popular LightFM library [21].

We also use two Transformer-based models as state-of-the-art baselines: (i) SASRec-vanilla - the original version of SASRec recommender [18], a transformer-based model that uses a shifted sequence task, described in Section 3.1. To make the comparison fair with the RSS-enhanced variant, we limit the training time of this model to 1 hour; (ii) BERT4Rec is another transformer-based model [42] based on the BERT [10] architecture. BERT4Rec has been shown to outperform other traditional and neural architectures and has been used as a strong baseline in a number of recent works (e.g. [19, 22, 26, 31, 33]).

We use two versions of this model: BERT4Rec-1h denotes where the training time of BERT4Rec is limited to 1 hour, to allow a fair comparison in a limited-time setting; BERT4Rec-16h, where training time is limited to 16 hours in order to compare the performance of our approach with the state-of-the-art model. The original BERT4Rec publication [42] does not report the required amount of training, but we find empirically that reproducing the reported results takes around 16 hours on our hardware [31].

In contrast with other baselines, BERT4Rec calculates a score distribution across all items in the catalog for each element in the sequence, whereas other baselines calculate a single distribution of scores per sequence. This means that BERT4Rec requires $O(N)$ more memory per training sample for storing output scores and ground truth labels compared to other baseline models. This makes training original implementation of BERT4Rec infeasible when a dataset has too many items. Indeed, the original BERT4Rec publication [42] only reports results on relatively small datasets with no more than 5500 items and our own attempts to train BERT4Rec on large Gowalla dataset with more than 1 Million items failed because of memory and storage issues (see also Section 6.4). Hence, we do not report BERT4Rec results for Gowalla and leave scaling BERT4Rec to datasets with large number of items for the future research.

### 5.4 Data Splitting and Evaluation Measures

Following many existing publications [18, 42, 43] we evaluate our method using a Leave-One-Out strategy. Specifically, for each user from we hold out the final interaction as the test set, which we use to report metrics. We also construct a validation set using the same Leave-One-Out strategy, using the second last interaction for a group of 1024 users as validation. We set the number of training epochs to maximise NDCG@10 on the validation sets. For training, we use all interactions except those included in the test and validation sets.

We report two ranking evaluation measures: Recall and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). For both metrics, we apply a rank cutoff of 10. To measure the significance of performance differences, we apply the paired t-test, and apply Bonferroni multiple testing correction, following recommended practices in IR [12].

Until recently, for efficiency reasons, most of the sequential recommendations papers reported sampled metrics - i.e. they sampled a small proportion of negative items and used only these items and the positive item when calculating evaluation measures. However, recent work by Krishchen & Rendle [20] as well as Cañamares & Castells [5] both showed that using sampled metrics frequently leads to incorrect performance estimates, and the relative order of evaluated models can change. Hence in our experiments, we use full unsampled metrics: we rank all possible items in the catalog and calculate metrics on this full ranking.

### 6 RESULTS

We now analyse our experimental results for each of the four research questions stated in Section 5.1.

---

1 In the context of sequential recommender systems, Recall corresponds to chances of correctly retrieving a single relevant item, and therefore many publications [18, 42, 50], call it Hit Ratio (HR). We prefer the more conventional Recall name for this metric.

4 Indeed, we also found that conclusions could change using sampled metrics.
Table 2: Comparing sequence continuation with Recency-based Sampling of Sequences training objectives under limited training for various model architectures. Bold denotes a more effective training objective for an (Architecture, Loss, Dataset) triplet. We use * to denote statistically significant differences compared to the other training objective (left vs. right), and † to denote significant differences on the change of loss function (upper vs. lower). All tests apply a paired t-test with Bonferroni multiple testing correction ($p_{value} < 0.05$). Training time of all models is limited to 1 hour.

(a) Recall@10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>MovieLens-20M</th>
<th>Yelp</th>
<th>Gowalla</th>
<th>Booking.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>Cont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU4Rec</td>
<td>BCE</td>
<td>0.0221†</td>
<td>0.0354*</td>
<td>0.0075†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λRank</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
<td>0.1544†</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caser</td>
<td>BCE</td>
<td>0.1424†</td>
<td>0.1866*</td>
<td>0.0046†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λRank</td>
<td>0.0330</td>
<td>0.1496†</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASRec</td>
<td>BCE</td>
<td>0.1537†</td>
<td>0.1888*</td>
<td>0.0146†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λRank</td>
<td>0.1050</td>
<td>0.1968*</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) NDCG@10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>MovieLens-20M</th>
<th>Yelp</th>
<th>Gowalla</th>
<th>Booking.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>Cont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU4Rec</td>
<td>BCE</td>
<td>0.0115†</td>
<td>0.0183*</td>
<td>0.0035†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λRank</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0839†</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caser</td>
<td>BCE</td>
<td>0.0784†</td>
<td>0.0995†</td>
<td>0.0021†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λRank</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>0.0814†</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASRec</td>
<td>BCE</td>
<td>0.0850†</td>
<td>0.1002†</td>
<td>0.0076†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λRank</td>
<td>0.0579</td>
<td>0.1073†</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparing RSS-enhanced SASRec with baseline models under limited training. Bold denotes the best model for a dataset by the metric in the main group, underlined the second best. Symbols * and † denote statistically significant differences compared with SASRec-RSS-BCE and SASRec-RSS-λRank respectively, according to a paired t-test with Bonferroni multiple testing correction ($p_{value} < 0.05$).

1 We do not report results for BERT4Rec models for the Gowalla dataset because due to large number of items in this dataset, we were not able to train the model. 2 We report results for BERT4Rec-16h separately due to its larger training time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MovieLens-20M</th>
<th>Yelp</th>
<th>Gowalla</th>
<th>Booking.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train time</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>@10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popularity</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>0.0497*</td>
<td>0.0257†</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF-BPR</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>0.0799*</td>
<td>0.0400†</td>
<td>0.0199*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASRec-vanilla</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>0.1366†</td>
<td>0.0676†</td>
<td>0.0222†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT4Rec-1h</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>0.1071†</td>
<td>0.0531†</td>
<td>0.0140†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASRec-RSS-BCE</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>0.1897*</td>
<td>0.1000*</td>
<td>0.0272*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASRec-RSS-λRank</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>0.1972†</td>
<td>0.1072†</td>
<td>0.0051†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT4Rec-16h</td>
<td>16h</td>
<td>0.1732†</td>
<td>0.0927†</td>
<td>0.0282*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 RQ1. Benefit of Recency Sampling

To address our first research question, we compare our experimental architectures (GRU4Rec, Caser, SASRec) trained with either sequence continuation or RSS objectives. Table 2 reports the effectiveness results, in terms of Recall@10 and NDCG@10, of the three architectures, trained with both sequence continuation (denoted Cont) or RSS, and applying two different loss functions (Binary Cross-Entropy – BCE – and λRank) on four datasets (MovieLens-20M, Yelp, Gowalla, Booking.com). Statistically significant differences – according to a paired t-test with Bonferroni multiple testing correction ($p_{value} < 0.05$) – among the training objectives for a given architecture, model and loss function are shown. On first inspection of Table 2, we note that general magnitudes of the reported effectiveness results are smaller than those reported in [42] - indeed, as stated in Section 5.4, in contrast to [42], we follow recent advice [5, 20] to avoid sampled metrics, instead preferring the more accurate unsampled metrics. The magnitudes of effectiveness reported for MovieLens-20M are in line with those reported by [9] (e.g. a Recall@10 of 0.137 for SASRec-vanilla is reported in [9] when also using a Leave-One-Out evaluation scheme and unsampled metrics).
We now turn to the comparison of training objectives. In particular, we note from the table that, on the MovieLens-20M, Yelp and Gowalla datasets, RSS results in improved NDCG@10 in 17 out of 18 cases – 15 of which are by a statistically significant margin – and also improved Recall@10 in 16 out of 18 cases (15 statistically significant). For instance, on MovieLens-20M, SASRec is the strongest performing architecture (in line with previous findings [18, 42]), however, applying RSS significantly improves its Recall@10, both when using BCE (0.153 → 0.188) and when using λRank (0.105 → 0.196). Similarly, and interestingly, SASRec with the RSS objective and λRank loss outperformed other models by a very large margin on the Gowalla dataset (e.g. NDCG@10 0.102 vs. 0.071 when using sequence continuation). We postulate that the large number of items in the dataset make the training task very hard, and only the combination of RSS with λRank allows to train the model with reasonable quality in the given time limit – this can be investigated further in future work.

On the other hand, for the Booking.com dataset, we observe that in 3 out of 6 cases, RSS is less effective. This is not an unexpected result: as we argued in Section 5.2, this dataset violates the underlying assumption encoded in Principle P1. Indeed, due to the geographical distance between items in this multi-city trip dataset, items cannot be considered out-of-order, and hence RSS does not improve the stronger models on this dataset.

Overall, in response to RQ1, we conclude that Recency-based Sampling of Sequences improves the training of models if the items earlier in the user sequence can be treated as positives (properties exhibited by the MovieLens-20M and Gowalla datasets).

6.2 RQ2. Comparison of Different Loss Functions

Next, we address the choice of loss function, as per RQ1. We again turn to Table 2, but make comparisons of the upper vs. lower performances in each group. For instance, for RSS, we observe that applying the listwise λRank loss function on the GRU4Rec architecture on MovieLens-20M dataset results in a significant increase (0.035 → 0.154), as denoted by the † symbol. Indeed, across all of Table 2, we observe that when used with RSS training task, λRank improves NDCG@10 in 8 cases out of 12 (all 8 significantly) as well as Recall@10 in 8 cases out 12 (8 significantly). In contrast, λRank only improves over BCE in 7 out of 24 cases for the sequence continuation training objective (all by a significant margin). Overall, and in answer to RQ2, we find that λRank usually improves (except Yelp) the effectiveness of our proposed RSS training objective, while it does not offer the same level of improvement for sequence continuation. We explain this finding as follows: in sequence continuation, there is only one relevant item per sequence, and hence the benefit of a listwise loss function is limited. In contrast, RSS selects multiple relevant items for each sequence, and in this case a listwise loss function can benefit training the model to rank these items nearer the top of the ranking. However, as λRank did not improve RSS results on Yelp, we can not say that the improvements are consistent, and the question of the loss function selection requires further research.

6.3 RQ3. Impact of Position Recency Importance

This research question is concerned with the importance of sampling recent items in training sequences. To address this question, we train every experimental architecture with the best performing loss from Table 2 on the MovieLens-20M dataset. We vary the recency importance parameter α in the exponential recency importance function (Equation (2)), to investigate its effect on effectiveness. In particular, as α → 0, the training task turns to sequence continuation, while large α the training task loses its sequential nature and becomes similar to matrix factorization.

Figure 5 summarizes the impact of α on the model effectiveness. We also present the performance of the MF-BPR [40] baseline. From the figures, we observe that when we set α close to zero, the results match to those we report in Table 2 for the sequence continuation task, illustrating that under small α, RSS only samples the last element in each sequence. Similarly, for α = 1 we observe that the effectiveness of all models drops almost to that of matrix factorization baseline, as target items are simply sampled from sequences without any ordering preference. Note, that in this case we sample target items uniformly, which is similar to BERT4Rec’s item masking. However, BERT4Rec also has access to the positions of masked items (through the position embeddings), whereas in the case of α = 1 the positional information is completely lost and the model can not learn predicting the next item and predicts some item instead. Overall, the general trends visible in Figure 5 suggest that RSS allows to train effective models across a wide range of the α parameter values: for Caser and SASRec, large improvements over sequence continuation training is achieved for 0.2 ≤ α ≤ 0.9; for GRU4Rec, strong performance is obtained 0.6 ≤ α ≤ 0.9. Indeed, for small α, the number of positive items are limited, and hence the lambda gradients in λRank are also small. This provides little evidence to the GRUs in GRU4Rec, which therefore struggles with the vanishing gradient problem (a problem faced by many such recurrent architectures).

Overall, in response to RQ3, we find that the higher values of the recency importance parameter α ≤ 0.9 result in effective performance for all three model architectures.

6.4 RQ4. Comparison with Baselines

To address our final research question concerning the comparison with baselines models, we compare the best performing RSS-enhanced model, SASRec-RSS, using both λRank and BCE losses, with the 5 baseline models described in Section 5.3. Table 3 summarizes the results of this comparison, reporting effectiveness metrics as well as training time durations. In particular, recall that all models are trained for less than 1 hour, except for BERT4Rec-16h (a full training of BERT4Rec). Moreover, we did not train BERT4Rec on the Gowalla dataset, because the preprocessing code for BERT4Rec does not scale to its large number of items (indeed, Gowalla has more items than users, see Table 1). Indeed, the preprocessing code to generate masked training sequences requires 14GB of storage for MovieLens-20M, but 548GB for Gowalla.

On analysing Table 3, we observe that SASRec-RSS (λRank or BCE) achieves the most effective performance on all four datasets among the time-limited recommendation models. For instance, on
In this work, we identified two limitations in existing training objectives for sequential recommender models. To address these two limitations, we proposed a refined training objective, called Recency-based Sampling of Sequences. Through experimentation on four datasets, we found that this relatively simple change in training objective can bring significant improvements in the overall effectiveness of state-of-the-art sequential recommendation models, such as SASRec and Caser. Furthermore, we showed that the $\lambda$Rank loss function brought further effectiveness benefits to training under RSS not otherwise observed under a more traditional sequence continuation task. Indeed, on the large MovieLens-20M dataset, we observed that RSS applied to the SASRec model can result in a 60% improvement in NDCG over the vanilla SASRec model, and a 16% improvement over a fully-trained BERT4Rec model, despite taking 93% less training time than BERT4Rec (see also Figure 1). Moreover, on the Yelp and Gowalla datasets, which both have geographic and strong sequential characteristics, RSS applied to SASRec brought significant benefits. Finally, while we did not apply RSS to BERT4Rec, due to its requirement of position embeddings (which it inherits from BERT), we believe that BERT4Rec could be adapted in future work to benefit from RSS.
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